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ABSTRACT
Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a full-scale heavy duty truck are
investigated asing a large-eddy simulation technique. The numerical method
adopted is Jirst vulidated on a static condition measured at the DNW GermanDutch wind tunnels. After the correction of the blockage ratio in the wind
tunnel, the drag coefficient obtained by our numerical method shows good
agreement with the experimental data within the errors of less than 5 %. Effect
of an air deflector mounted on the top of a cabin is also discussed" Then the
method is applied to non-stationary conditions in which the track is subjected
to ambient perturbation of approaching flow. The perturbation of the tlow is a
model of atmospheric turbulence and sinusoidal crosswind velocity profiles are
imposed on the uniform incoming Jlow with its wavelength comparable to the
vehicle length. As a result, it is conjirmed that when the wavelength of the
crosswind is close to the vehicle length, uveruge drag increases by more thun
10% and down-force decreusesby about 60%o,compared with the case without
perturbation.
Keywords: Large Eddy Simulation (LES), UnsteadyAerodynamics, Sinusoidal
Perturbation.
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INTRODUCTION

In the developmentprocessof road vehicle, its aerodynamicperformanceis
determinedbased on such as the aerodynamicdrag or lift measuredat a static
condition in a wind tunnel. On the other hand, we suppose that substantial
unsteadyaerodynamicforces act on vehicleswhen they are subjectedby gusty
wind, abrupt maneuvering, driving over bumpy road, or overtaking. The
unsteady aerodynamicsis especially crucial when we would like to achieve
higher driveability or safetyof road vehicle.However,a preciseestimationof the
transientforces is difficult to measurein a wind tunnel, conventionalReynoldsaveragedturbulence simulation, or even on-road testing, alternative method is
strongly desired.A large-eddysimulation(LES) is a promising candidatefor the
solution, because it can reproduce unsteady three-dimensional turbulence
structures around a vehicle or in an incoming flow. Accordingly, we have
developedan unsteadyaerodynamicsimulator based on the High-Performance
Computing (HPC) technique,which is specially designedto predict transient
aerodynamicforces acting on vehicles in dynamic motion and/or in gusty wind
condition[], [2].
In this study, we focus on the effect of transient crosswind on vehicle
aerodynamics.Conceming the topics, numerousexperimentalstudieshave been
made so far. Among them, the wind-tunnelmeasurementby Beauvaisin 1967 [3]
is consideredto be one of the pioneeringworks. He modified the test sectionof a
wind tunnel by extending a track through the test section perpendicularto the
main flow. Then vehicle models were mountedon the track and rushed into the
test sectionto measurethe transientaerodynamicswhen a vehicle encountersa
wind gust. He discusqedthe limitation of the quasi-steadyanalysis in the
conventionalwind tunnels and pointed out that unsteadyaerodynamicsbecomes
noticeableabove the yaw angle changesof 15 deg. Kobayashi and Yamada [4]
also carried out an experimentto measurethe transientaerodynamicforces of a
one box type vehicle subjectedby a wind gust.They discussedthe stability of the
vehicle by the yawing moment and yaw rate peak. Then the effect of windshield
inclination and front end configuration on the yaw rate peak was mentioned.
More recently, Dominy and Ryan [5] conductedan experiment on a generic
vehicle model, using a techniquewhere the side wind was producedby a cross
jet technique. ComputationalFluid Dynamics (CFD) is well developed in the
automotive research field and is now a strong tool used in parallel with
experimentsduring the design of road vehicles.Numerical approachhas been
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carried out by Hemida and Krajnovi6[6] in an attempt to investigate the transient
aerodynamicresponseof a simplified double-dec\ bus in gusty winds.
Concerning the continuous yaw-angle change caused by atmospheric
turbulence around vehicles, Cogotti [7] developed a turbulence generation
systemand mounted it on the Pininfarina wind tu'nnel.He investigated the effects
of a turbulent flow on the aerodynamics and, aeroacoustics. In these days,
estimation of the effect of the transient yawing is becoming more and more
important because it is strongly related to the correlation between the windtunnel measurementsand on-road conditions.Wordley and Saunders[8] carried
out on-road measurementsof atmospheric turbufunce at various terrains and
traffic conditions and obtained the turbulence intensity and length scale of onroad turbulence. Similar on-road and wind-tunnel measurementswere also done
by Mayer et al. [9] they discussedthe matter based on the admittance of the
yawing moment. Cooper and Watkins [l0] reviewed and summarized the effect
of atmospheric turbulence with special focus on the application to vehicle
aerodynamics.The experimentalstudiesof Gohlke et al. [11] investigatedthe
flow structuresand forces on a 3D-blufff-body in constantcross-wind.
The effect of continuous yawing change on the aerodynamic forces is
especially crucial to heavy duty trucks. The main reasonis becausethey are used
for the long distance transport and hence precise estimation of fuel consumption
under cruising condition on highway subjected by atmospheric turbulence is
indispensable.In addition, unexpectedlylarge unsteadyaerodynamic force might
be causedby massive flow separationat their angular corners.
Accordingly we have applied LES to a heavy duty truck to investigate the
transient aerodynamic responsewhen the vehicle is subjected by sinusoidal
crosswinds. The numerical method was validated on the DNW wind tunnel data
at different yaw angles between 0 to 10 deg. The vehicle was mounted on the
numerical wind tunnel with the same cross-sectionas the experiment, and the
aerodynamic drag and lateral force coefficients against the yaw were compared.
Then sinusoidal perturbation was imposed in the numerical simulation, which
transiently changed the relative yaw angle of the vehicle against the-incoming
flow from -10 to +10 deg., and unsteady aerodynamic forces acting during the
processwas estimated.
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2 NUMERICAL METHODS
2.1 Governing Equations and Subgrid-scaleModeling
In LES, the contribution of the large, energy carrying scales to momentum
and energy transfer is computed exactly, and only the effect of the unsolved
small scales of the turbulence is modeled. The decomposition of "ihe flow
variable into a large scale component and a small sub-grid scale is done by
applying a filtering operation:
,
,f(.r:;): | .S1tr,7C1ri.xri)dxri
.lgt
(l)

0u;
^- :0
o,r i.

(2)

where O is the entire domain, and G is the filtering function. The governing
equations for the LES based on the incompressibleassumption become the
spatially filtered conservationequationof mass and momentum. These read. in
tensornotation:
ilu1 ,0u;u1
ilT,,0,
: -it*, -r'0.\\u
E
il\

,7?
+ t/''rs)Jti

(3)

in which 'tt'i, u, and are the velocity for direction, the kinetic viscosity
component, and fluid density, respectively. The bar over the physical quantity
indicates the spatially filtering operation for LES. The filtered strain rate tensor
S.J and pressureF in Eq.3 are expressedas,
-Fi
,' \ (;'t; :
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The effect of subgrid-scale(SGS) turbulenceon the grid-scale turbulence
motion is representedby the SGS eddy viscosity, which is modeled following
standardSmagorinsky [2] as

t/,s,: { (...',g(/+
)A }' V6S"e;

(6)

where A is the volume of numericalelement,and model coefficient c" is set to be
0.15, which is generally suitablevalue for external flows. The damping of the
turbulent effect near a wall boundary is explained by the van-Driest type
dampingfunction as follows:
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where /* is the distancefrom the wall in wall coordinates.
2.2 Discretization
The spatially filtered governing equations given as Eq.2 and Eq.3 were
discretizedby a vertex-centeredunstructuredfinite volume method. The secondorder central finite difference discretization was used for the spatial derivative
around the vehicle, blended with the 5% first-order upwind scheme for the
convective fluxes in the Navier-Stokes equationto eliminate excessivenumerical
oscillation occurring on coarse and distorted tetrahedral elements. The thirdorder upwind scheme was adopted for the spatial derivative far away from
vehicle, where coarser grid was allocated. For time marching, the third-order
Adams-Moulton semi-implicit schemewas used.The SMAC (simplified marker
and cell) algorithm was employed to obtain a relationship between velocity and
pressure corrections to enforce mass conservation and to obtain the pressure
field. The pressure Poission equation was solved by the incomplete cholesky
conjugate gradient (ICCG) method.
2.3 Target Vehicle Model
The configurationof the target full-scaleheavy duty truck is shown in Fig.l.
The shape was generated from the original cAD data and aerodynamically
important parts such as an engine compartment under the cabin, power train
componentsunder the body, and side mirrors is reproduced, while its surface is
slightly modified and simplified to fit practical CFD at reasonablecomputational
cost. As a result, the surfaceof the vehicle is constructedby about 1.5 million
triangle meshes.The length z, width w, and height 11 of the vehicle are 12.0 m,
2.5 m, and 3.7 n, respectively. To reproduce the fine structure, the surface
resolution is around 5 to 10 mm arotnd the side mirror, and relatively fine
elements are allocated around the cabin. The engine and power train is
reproducedby the moderateelementswith the resolutionof 20 to 50 mm.Larger
elementsare allocated to reproducethe cargo panel. The triangle element on the
surfaceof the vehicle is indicatedin Fig.2.
The fluid spacewas decomposedby tetrahedralelements. To maintain finer
resolution around the vehicle, hierarchical allocation is carried out. as shown in
Fig.3.
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Figure 1: Full-scaleheavy duty truck.

Figure 2: Spaceelementson the vehicle.

Figure 3: Spaceelementsaroundthe vehicle.
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I
Figure 4: Models with (Left) and without (Right) the air deflector.
Fig.4 illustratestwo modelswith and without air deflector.Thesetwo models are
usedto validatethe numericalmethod.
2.4 ComputationalDomains and Boundary Conditions
The analysisdomains adoptedin this study are shown in Fig.S. To validate
our numericalmethod basedon the DNW wind-tunnel data, the simulation was
conductedon the rectangulardomain with the same cross section as the wind
tunnel(9.5 mx9.5 m),as shownin Fig.5 (a), in which the blockageratio of the
projectedareaof the vehicle and the crosssectionis about 10%o.Tocomparethe
blockage-corectiondata provided by DNW, we have also conductedthe case
with the blockageratio of around lo/o,as indicatedin Fig.5 (b). The caseof 10%
blockageis called "ideal" hereafter.In both cases,placing the uniform velocity
distributionUo at the inlet (about22 m/s and25 m/s in the DNW and ideal cases,
respectively)about 40 ln upstreamof the vehicle, all velocity componentswere
gradient-freefor the streamwisedirection at the outlet. Solid wall condition was
adoptedon the surface of the vehicle body and the floor on which the vehicle
was mounted. It was impossible to resolve the entire boundary layer aL a
reasonable
computationalcost, especiallyin the vicinity of the solid wall where
large velocity gradient appears.Thus log-law profile was assumed on the
velocityand surfacefriction on the wall was estimatedand directly imposed as
Neurnannboundary condition. As a result of the assumedlog-law profile, the
first nearestgrid point was allocatedso as to maintain the distancefrom the wall
lessthan about 200 in wall unit (y+;, which are located within the logarithmic
layer of the boundary layer. Free slip boundary condition was imposed on the
floor upstreamof the vehicle to preventthe boundary layer from developingon
the ground.In the DNW casein Fig.S (a), the exit of the wind tunnel nozzle is
located3.79nt windwardof the vehicle.The sidewalls, unlessotherwisestated,
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and ceiling of the domain were also treated as slip boundary, where grid
resolution normal to the walls were generally so coarse that capturing the
boundarylayer is out of scope.
The crosswind simulation was carried out in the domain illustrated in
Fig.5 (c). The model was mounted on the floor of the rectangular domain, with
its length,width, and height given as 4.9L,17.7L, and 8.06H. The blockageratio
was less than 0.7o/o.The inlet velocity was set to 25 m/s.In the simulation, the
unsteadyaerodynamic around the vehicle was obtained by the superimposedof
sinusoidal transverse perturbation on the inlet incoming flow. The unsteady
sinusoidal perturbations were imposed as an inlet/outlet boundary condition on
both sidesof the computational domain.

3 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
3.1 Validation of the Numerical Method
The numerical method was validated by comparing the drag and side forces
obtainedwith the DNW wind-tunnel data provided. Three yaw angles of 0, 5,
and 10 deg. with respectto the incoming flow were considered.Two models with
andwithout the air deflectorare comparedhere.As noted in the previous section,
the ideal data based on the experimental measurements were obtained by
considering the blockage correction equation proposed by DNW. The
correspondingLES results in the ideal casewere obtained in the domain with
largercrosssection(l% blockage).
The errors of the LES results with respect to the experimental data are
summarizedin Table.l and Table.2. It should be reminded here that we have
usedexactly the same spatial resolution around the vehicle for all cases,thus the
numerical error included in the results is exactly the same. For the model with
the air deflector, the LES underestimatesthe drag in the DNW condition by
aboutT}Yo,as shown in Table.l. In the sameway, the LES underestimatesthe
drag in the model without the a,ir deflector in the DNW geometry, while its
underestimationvaries from -10 Io -l7o/o depending on the yawing angle, as
indicatedin Table.2. The underestimationis mitigated in the "ideal" condition,
andthe error is lessthan 5o/ofor the model with the air deflector.
On the other hand, for the model without the air deflector, the errors in the
ideal condition varies from -1.3o/oIo -7%ostrongly depending on the yawing
angle.The correspondingnormalizeddrag coefficientby the value at the yaw of
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TABLE 1: Drag coefficient (above) and lateral force (below) errors against
DNW wind-tunnel data for the model with the air deflector
l0

B Yaw angle(degrees)
Cd enors against DNW d,ata(%)

-8.2

Cdenors againstIdealdata (%)

-5.5

-10

-9.5

1<

-J.J

B Yawangle(degrees)
Cs errors againstDNW data (%)

negligible

-9.7

-5.3

Cs errorsagainstIdeal data (%)

negligible

-10

-5.4

TABLE 2:
Drag coefficient (above) and lateral force (below) errors against
DNW wind-tunnel data for the model without the air deflector
10

B Yaw angle(degrees)
Cd errors against DNW dara (%)

-9.7

-12

-17

Cderrors againstIdealdata (Yo)

-1.3

-4.1

-7

p

l0

Yaw angle(degrees)

CserronagainstDNWdata(%)

negligible

-15

-12.7

CserrorsagainstIdealdata (%)

negligible

-9.3

-3.7

0 deg is shown in Fig.6. Concerning the relatively large discrepancies in the
DNW geomet4/, the possible explanation is the difference of the duct
configuration before and after the test section between CFD and the DNW. As
indicated in Fig.S, we treat the duct as a simple rectangular shape in the
simulation, while in the DNW, the test section on which the vehicle is mounted is
about 20 m length and the nozzle and diffuser are mounted before and after the
section.Becauseof the relatively short test section with respectto wake length of
the vehicle, the drag is more or less affected by the stream-wisepressuregradient
in the diffuser.
Other important thing to be noted is the dependenceof the error on the
yawing angle in the caseof the model without air deflector. In Europe, the air
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deflectoris commonly used as a standardmodel, thus the blockagecorrectionof
the drag in the DNW is mainly tunedbasedon the model with the deflector.
While in the model without the deflector, the flow above the cabin is
perturbedby the large separationin front of the cargo (as shown in Fig.7), and
the separatedflow is strongly affectedby the yawing angle.Thus it is reasonable
to say that other blockage correction than the one tuned on the air deflector
model should be developed for the proper correction on the model without
deflector.Finally, it should be noted that the effect of drag reduction by the air
deflector identified in the wind-tunnel experimentis 16.50/o,while that in the
LES is l5%o,indicatingthat accuracyof our LES is satisfactory.
3.2 SinusoidalCrosswind Perturbation
The model with the air deflectorwas used for the numerical investigationof
the effect of sinusoidalcrosswindperturbation.The sinusoidalcrosswindprofile
imposedon the uniform main flow is given by
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As shown in Fig.5 (c), the transientprofile is imposedon the side walls of the
domain. The crosswindamplitudeI is given as 4.4 m/s, by which the yaw angle
of the vehicle with respectto incoming flow oscillatesbetween+10 and -10 deg.
Two wavelengthsof Il:6 m and 12 m (same as the vehicle length) were
consideredhere. According to the on-road turbulenceinvestigationby Wordley
and Saundersl8], the integral length scale and intensitiesof turbulence around
the vehicle in real condition is strongly dependenton the ambient wind condition
on the road. The maximum length was observedin smooth terrain around 24 m,
with turbulence intensitiesabout I to 5o/oand in the city canyon, the integral
lengthscalearound I 5 rr.
The minimum length was found in a freeway traffic condition about 6 m,
while its turbulence intensity up to l6oh. ln all cases, the length scale is
comparableto the vehicle length. By setting the frequency"f : Ury').,in which
Uo:25 m/s is the main-flow velocity, the sinusoidalwave travels with the same
speed as the main flow. Then the sinusoidal perturbation is imposed on the
vehicle, which is fixed on the floor of the computational domain. The
corresponding sinusoidal perturbation frequency measured on the vehicle
becomes2.08 Hz and4.16 Hz at )":12 m and6 m, respectively.
The schematicview of the sinusoidaltransversalvelocity profile imposed on
the vehicle, together with the relationship of its amplitude, incoming flow
velocity, and yaw angle is shown in Fig.8. Hereafter,the yaw angle p of the
vehicle with respectto the incoming flow is defined at the leading end of the
vehicle.
A lateral view of the crosswind velocity profiles when the vehicle is
subjectedto the sinusoidal perlurbation is shown in Fig.9. The decay of the
crosswindvelocity about 30 m above the vehicle in the case of I l:6 m is
identified, which is due to the coarsergrid allocation around that region, while
supposedcrosswindprofiles are properly imposedaroundthe vehicle.
The trajectories of the phase-averageddrag, lateral, and lift against the
relative yaw angle B are depictedin Fig.l0, where arrow indicatesthe direction
qf trajectorymotion. The staticaerodynamicsforcesmeasuredat fixed yaw angle
of 0, 5, and l0 deg. at the correspondingrelative incoming velocity are also
plotted for better understandingthe difference between the transient and the
quasi-steady
analysis.
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TABLE 3: Increase-decrease
ratio of the aerodvnamicforces comoaredwith
the uniform inlet.

Force

B=t10o
B= *l0o
l.=6m(0.5L) )"=12m(L)

Drag

+4%

+13%

Lift

-37%

-60%

As the relative incoming flow velocity increaseswith an increasein the yaw
angle,all the three aerodynamicforces in the static caseincreasealmost linearly
with respectto the yaw angle.
Among the three force components,the side force is most strongly affected
by the sinusoidalperturbation.The trajectory is elliptical and the length of the
minor axis indicatesphaseshifting of the aerodynamicresponseto the sinusoidal
yawing. The gradient of the major axis representsthe dependenceof the side
force on the yaw angle. In the shorterwavelengthcaseat ),: 6 m,the trajectory
is horizontal,thus suggestingthat the side force is independenton the yaw angle
and effect of the transientyawing appearsas only phaseshifting of the response.
On the other hand at longer wave length of )"-12 m, dependenceon the yaw
angleappears,while its magnitudeis smallerthan the quasi-steadycaseindicated
by dF/dp in the figure.
The drag trajectory in both cases(1":6 m and X-12 m) is almost horizontal,
suggestingthat the aerodynamicresponseis insensitiveto the sinusoidalyawing
change.It is remarkablethat the averageddrag slightly increasesby 4% and l3Yo
at ).: 6 m and1: 12 ru, respectively,
as shownin Table.3.
The growth of the drbg causedby sinusoidal yawing is expected by the
quasi-steadyvalue which monotonicallyincreaseswith the yaw angle. However,
the magnitude is substantiallydependingon the wavelength of the crosswind
imposed.
The lift trajectory swings from side to side like f,rgureeight and showing a
butterfly configuration,which indicatesthat the aerodynamicresponsehas twice
high frequency than that of the imposed sinusoidal yawing. The trajectory
becomeswider for the vertical direction at longer wavelength. Owing to the
transientyawing, the down-forcedecreases
by 37o/oand 600/oat )":6 m and 12 m,
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respectively,comparedwith the casewithout sinusoidalyawing. Becausethe lift
or down-forcesignificantly affectsthe high speedstability of the vehicle, and the
perturbationcontributesto degradethe stability, the tendency is not ignorable.

4 CONCLUSIONS
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An LES of flow around a full-scale heavy duty truck was carried out to
investigate the transient aerodynamic forces under the continuous transient
yawing. At the condition of sinusoidalyawing with the amplitude of -10 to 10
deg., averageddrag and lift are substantially affected by the perturbation when
the wavelengthof the crosswindis comparableto the vehicle length (12 m).The
sinusoidalperturbation increasesthe aerodynamic drag by 13 %oand decreases
the down-force by 60 o , which is not predictable by the conventional quasisteadyanalysis.Accordingly we have demonstratedthat LES will be a promising
tool for the aerodynamicassessment
of road vehicle, especiallyin the context of
thefuel consumption,driveability, and safety[3], !41.
NOMENCLATURES
A

Amplitude of the sinusoidalcrosswindvelocity (lrl)

S
C
L
H

Frontal areaof the vehicle (n2)
Cross-sectionalareaof wind tunnel test section
Length of the vehicle (ru)
Height of the vehicle (la)

w

Width of the vehicle (m)

Cd
Cs

Drag coefficientl=2r,l puis)
Lateral force coefficient 1: 2 r,.I p ul S)

Fr

Drag force
Side force
Lift force

Fy

F"
Uo
o2
,i^^

0ry
the
,m,

tb

Vs
Ui

p
x,y, z

Main inlet velocity
Transversalv elocity (m/s)
Relative flow velocity acting on the vehicle (m/s)
Velocity for i direction(m/s)
Density of the incoming fluid (kg/m3)
Main streamwise,transversal,vertical
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